
RPP – TTB Karlsruher Köpfe MA - drivable V2 
 

Content: 

 TTB Bnrdzf477 - mintgrün – drivable 

 TTB Bnrdzf477 - verkehrsrot – drivable 

 All of these 2 wagons are available as an electric version and a diesel version 

 

 

System requirements: 

 TTB Szenariopaket München-Augsburg 

 Koeblitzer Mountain Route V3 

 

 

Information: 

This freeware-pack contains 4 drivable Karlsruher Steuerwagen by TrainTeamBerlin. One 

mintgrüner Wagon and one verkehrsroter Wagon. Each of these wagons is available as an 

elctric version and a diesel version. Neither textures have been edited or changed. The new 

.bin files access solely the drivable Karlsruher Steuerwagen from the „Koeblitzer Mountain 

Route V3“. Consequently, the „Koeblitzer Mountain Route V3“ is a compelling requirement 

fort he functionality of this package. 

 

 

Installation: 

1. Open the attached Installer „Install-RPP-TTB-Karlsruher-Steuerwagen-MA-fahrbar-V1“ 

with a double-click. 

2. Attend the orders in the Installer und read everything thoroughly. 

3. Wait until the Installer has finished the installation oft the package. 

4. Done, your wagons are now ready to drive. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://trainteamberlin.de/produkte_szp02
http://www.shop.aerosoft.com/eshop.php?action=article_detail&s_supplier_aid=50751&s_design=bahn&shopfilter_category=Train%20Simulation&s_language=german


Selection in Scenario-Editor: 

To be able to use the wagons in the Scenario-Editor, you need to activate the following 

providers. 

 TrainTeamBerlin\TTB_n-Wagen 

 Supergamer11267\TTB_Bnrdzf477_mintgruen_MA_fahrbar 

 Supergamer11267\TTB_Bnrdzf477_verkehrsrot_MA_fahrbar 

 SAD\GermanLocal 

 

Copyright: 

 Included .bin files oft he Driving Trailers  ©Supergamer11267 und SAD 

 Model, etc. (see Originalwagon ReadMe)  ©TrainTeamBerlin 

 Source files oft the cab    © SAD 

 

Special thanks: 

Many thanks to Siegfried Derks – SAD, who gave me the permission  to use the cab of a 

Karlsruher Steuerwagen included in his route to make the Karlsruher Steuerwagen by RW0381 

drivable. Thanks to FabiaLP from the SteuerwagenSchmiede, too, for helping me creating the 

diesel versions oft the wagons and some other modifications. Thanks to everyone who helped 

creating this package and probably I’m gonna make more AI-RailVehicles drivable in the 

future. 

 

Enjoy! 

Jannik Scharff a.k.a Supergamer11267 

Siegfried Derks a.k.a SAD 


